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elasticity. The volume is a valuable summary of recent applications of nonlinear partial differ- 
ential equations in a wide variety of contexts. 
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Review of PDE Software: Modules, Interfaces and Systems, Elsevier Science Publishing Com- 
pany, Inc., New York, 1984, B. Engquist and T. Smedsaas, Eds. 
This book, dedicated to the memory of N. N. Yanenko, contains the Proceedings of the IFIP 
TC 2 Working Conference on PDE Software held at the S6derk6pings Brunn in S6derk6ping, 
Sweden from 22 to 26 August 1983. The purpose of the conference was to examine modem 
approaches to software for solving partial differential equations. The major emphasis was on 
PDE software as a modular system with due consideration of the interfaces involved. In addition 
to the 23 regular papers, this book includes several papers from an open session and edited 
versions of the discussions at the end of each paper. The topics presented included theoretical 
and practical aspects of the vectorization of PDE software for use on supercomputers, future 
forms of PDE software, multigrid methods, time-dependent PDE software and applications of 
PDE software to the analysis of structures, transport of pollutants and modeling of semiconductor 
devices. Equal treatment was given to the finite element method and the finite difference method. 
This book is of interest to researchers in the area of modem approaches tothe numerical solution 
of partial differential equations. 
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